
Report of Jane Hollingworth  

RE:        lasting memorial for the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee

Purpose of the report

To consider potential for grassland restoration on the Parish Council landholding  Fenny Copse between 

Meynell Road and the A6 in Quorn - SK5666617146.  I had suggested  improving the meadow on  this land 

on various occasions and met with  Ben Devine from LRWT who submitted a plan for the improvement of 

this area.

 As we had be thinking of a fitting tribute to celebrate the fact that it is the Queen Platinum Jubilee year I 

thought it was worth submitting the proposal again because it would make a significant improvement to 

the visual look and bio-diversity of the area and hopefully won’t end up using  money that has little long 

term benefit to the village. 

Background

The site is amenity grassland with a network of surfaced and unsurfaced paths for visitor access. The 

ground flora is species-poor with mainly only buttercup  present. A number of trees have been planted 

within the grassland areas and the boundary contains and mixture of young and mature tree species. The 

paths across the site appeared to be well used by local dog walkers.  The meadowland should have been 

improved by the builders before it was handed over to the PC for management but for whatever reason it 

did not get implemented

Current Management

A significant proportion of the site is closely mown on a regular basis throughout the year, the remaining 

area to the north being left as rough grassland with a circular path cut within it. The rough grassland area is 

cut annually and the arisings (cuttings) are supposed to be removed in the meadow area, at the moment 

this is a work in process.

Opportunities for enhancement/restoration of wildlife

There is scope to improve the quality of grassland present at the site for wildlife and people. 

Meadow restoration can be a challenging and long-term process, therefore any attempts to improve these 

amenity grassland areas must take this into account. 

Consistent and effective management of restored areas is the key to the long-term success of meadow 

restoration projects.

Proposal

That the meadow area at Fenny Copse is enhanced in the attempt to make it  a species rich meadow.
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 If we move quickly this could be done with immediate effect so we could benefit from it this year, I 

estimate the cost to be around £1500.  The more seed bought the greater the benefit  but the most benefit 

will come from  the introduction of the Yellow Rattle seed because being saprophytic on the grass long 

term this will prevent the grass growing too vigorously  choking the growth of the wild flowers.    The seed 

needs to be purchased from  Naturescape who sell seed with a local provenance.   Also I recommend 

getting the selected seed I have specifically mentioned because seed mixes can be bulked up with less 

showy species. 

 Also to note stay away completely from wild flower mixes sold in high street stores and supermarkets as 

these are largely annual seed mixes and many of the species included aren’t wild flowers in the UK. 

The Meadow Poppy would disappear after the first year but would give some flower until the perennial 

flowers establish, some of the perennial flowers might flower in the first year such as the Oxeye Daisy. In 

order for the  yellow Rattle to grow it needs to be sown while the weather is cold as it needs a period of 

vernalisation in order for the seed to germinate. 

The area would first need scarifying removing a third of the grass before the seed is sown.

£500 for the area to be scarified
£200 Yellow Rattle
£ 100 Red Clover
£100 Oxeye Daisy
£100 Lesser Knapweed
£100 Meadow Vetchling
£50 Tuftted Vetch
£50 Birds Foot Trefoil
£50 Ladies bed straw
£50 Cowslip
£50 Meadow Cranesbill
£150 Meadow Poppy

The above are the most showy wild flowers that are easy to grow giving a good colour range of red, purple, 
yellow,  blue and while.  The seed will need to be sown thinly.

The  arisings from the area need to be removed after each annual cut within the rough grassland area. 

Cuttings can be piled up in the corners of the site if no other option is available. This will act to lessen the 

nutrient levels contained within the soil and therefore reduce competition from dominant grasses.

Timescale

It needs implementing immediately 

Financial implications
A good investment of lasting benefit to the village.
Funding maybe available as celebration of the Queens Jubilee

Risk Assessment



A third of the grass will need to be removed during the original scarification process to prepare the area for 
the seed and  regular annual removal of the arisings from the meadow will be need to be successful. 

It’s implementation  would help prevent the village achieving nothing of lasting value from the Jubilee 
celibrations

Ben Devine  took the photo and marked the satalite image below which highlights the area concerned. 




